
Owning a Sax Dakota XG 
TYPE Saxophone may be 
thrilling, but it’s the connec-
tion between the instrument 
and the player that will impress 
you most. XG transforms 
beauty and performance into 
outstanding levels of personal 
satisfaction every time you  
go on stage prepared for a 
flawless live event.

Personalized Mother of Pearl 
key tips that blend into the 
luxurious hand rubbed  
key cups/trim, along with  
understated craftsmanship  
of subtle artistic engraving  
will make your choice even 
more certain.

The XG TYPE Sax Dakota 
series is designed to bring you 
optimum intonation, most  
reliable mechanical action  
plus a sound quality that  
goes beyond any sax on  
the market today. 

Our ergonomically shaped 
keys, key arms and spatulas 
are just the beginning of  
the exhilaration you will  
experience when you first  
road test a Sax Dakota XG 
Alto or Tenor saxophone.
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Performance and  
Luxury Redefined

...for 2011...does more than just introduce new saxophones.

XG TYPE SERIES in Hand Crafted Antique Rubbed Brass

SDA-XG 303     $ 3, 250.00         |        SDT-XG 505      $ 3, 550.00

...



Owning a Sax Dakota XG 
TYPE Saxophone may be 
thrilling, but it’s the connec-
tion between the instrument 
and the player that will impress 
you most. XG transforms 
beauty and performance into 
outstanding levels of personal 
satisfaction every time you  
go on stage prepared for a 
flawless live event.

Personalized Mother of Pearl 
key tips that blend into the 
luxurious 18K Gold Plated  
key cups/trim, along with  
understated craftsmanship  
of subtle artistic engraving  
will make your choice even 
more certain.

The XG TYPE Sax Dakota 
series is designed to bring you 
optimum intonation, most  
reliable mechanical action  
plus a sound quality that  
goes beyond any sax on  
the market today. 

Our ergonomically shaped 
keys, key arms and spatulas 
are just the beginning of  
the exhilaration you will  
experience when you first  
road test a Sax Dakota XG 
Alto or Tenor saxophone.
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Performance and  
Luxury Redefined

...for 2011...does more than just introduce new saxophones.
...

XG TYPE SERIES With Black Onyx body and Silver
plated neck/bell/bow w/18K Gold Plate Keys and trim                  

SDA-XG 404 Alto Sax     $ 3, 250.00        |       SDA-XG 606 Tenor Sax      $3, 550.00


